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New study proposal (A)
Cardiovascular safety of ADHD medications
Co-ordinating centre: Korea, Dr. Ju-Yong Shin.
– The aims of the study are
• To investigate the cardiovascular safety of ADHD medications
• To compare the results among different countries

– Collaborating with Australia and Hong Kong
– Protocol is available – please contact Ju-Yong Shin if you would like to
participate

New study proposal (B)
Psychotic events and ADHD medications
– Co-ordinating centre: Hong Kong, Kenneth Man, Ian Wong
– Collaborating with UCL School of Pharmacy
– The aim of this study are
• To investigate the association between ADHD medications and
psychotic events
• To compare the results with western countries
– Protocol is under drafting– please contact Ian Wong or Kenneth Man if
you would like to participate

New study proposal (C)
Prenatal antidepressants exposure and risk of
neurodevelopmental disorders in offspring
• Co-ordinating centre: Hong Kong, Ian Wong and Kenneth
Man
• Protocol to be developed
• Aim: To investigate the impact of prenatal exposure to
psychotropic medications on children’s health

New study proposal (D)
• Safety of antipsychotics in Paediatric, Children, and
Young Adult
•

Co-ordinating centre: Taiwan, Edward Lai, Brian Su, Yea-Huei Kao Yang
• Protocol to be developed
• To investigate the prescribing/pattern of antipsychotics
• To evaluate the common ADR risk of antipsychotics
• To evaluate the life-threatening ADR risk of antipsychotics

Please contact Edward Lai, if you are interested.
Edward_Lai@mail.ncku.edu.tw

New study proposal (E)
• AsPEN members have agreed to explore the
potential for investigating medical devices
across the Asia-Pacific Region.
– A survey will be conducted to assess what data
each country holds on medical devices

New study proposals (F)
• AsPEN has been approached by
Vaccine SIG to consider a joint SIG
manuscript proposal.
– The aim would be to produce a
reference manuscript on vaccine
data linkages across Asia, Europe
and the US

• Other Ideas for guideline or
reference document?

New study proposals (G)
•
•
•
•

Project lead: Nicole Pratt (nicole.pratt@unisa.edu.au)
Generating Large-scale Evidence for the Safety of Biologics
Collaboration between AsPEN and OHDSI
Funding application has been submitted to the Australian National Health and
Medical Research Council

Aim: build an active post-market surveillance approach to monitor the use and
adverse events associated with biologic medicines in the real-world setting
Building on the SCAN project we will use the OMOP common data model to
1. Describe biologic use and map treatment pathways over time
2. Quantify incidence and risk of severe acute and long-term adverse events
with biologics
3. Develop predictive models develop models to predict the serious adverse
events following treatment with biologics

